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Boyd & BoydClone
Fryday

Nate Pallo

Andrew Westerdale

Boyd and his clone from Tetazoo, sometimes called Roger
or Robert in real life, were seen psetting in stevearc’s room
on Monday. Due to their odd similarity in appearance, they
can apparently work together on the same pset. Last year,
telling the two apart became a challenge because BoydClone
wore a beard on the lower part of his face, and the two of
them would sometimes confuse themselves with each other.
If you happen to have a class with RogerBert (like 8.03), you
may partake in quiet self-amusement of being near not-Boyd,
though commenting on the situation to the people around you
is unnecessary and will make you the likes of a twat.

Last Sunday, the Fourth East kitchen turned into a fried
food haven. Slugs filled the kitchen to embrace the glory fried
food. Nothing in the kitchen that looked remotely edible was
spared from frying. Onion rings, potatoes, corn dogs, corn
sausages, corn corn, apples, garlic bread, cheese sticks, broccoli, oreos wrapped in cookie dough, cadbury eggs wrapped
in cookie dough, and funnel cake were made. A great time
was had by all. One slug had to say of the event: “At it’s not
Indian food.”

Unit of the Week
Tucker Chan and Fangfei Shen

---------- Begin Forwarded message ---------From: <DONLAN@mit.edu>
Date: Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 1:43 PM
Subject: 64-KITCHEN: Housing Work Request # 4806520
To: carlesky@mit.edu
Cc: natech@mit.edu, EASTC@mit.edu

marion - a quantum of merry
As of 03/04/2009, the work requested by Carly Narlesky ,
work request number 4806520 has been received .

DONLAN FAC?
Nate Pallo
Many slugs received a carbon-copy of an email sent to
DONLAN requesting their presence at Cocoa on a date and
time of their choosing. However, the many of mystery of the
DONLAN crew, osptony, stated that he’d rather do something more towards the likes of DRS time. This lead to Lord
Helton’s suggestion of doing a DONLAN FAC. If you have
any opinion on how this DONLAN issue should be taken care
of, please file a request with 4e-chairs@mit.edu.

Desc: The lighted display on the new stove does not work.
Building: 64
Room: KITCHEN

Work Order Status:
https://insidemit-apps.mit.edu/apps/b_s/Ego.action?o=48065
Contact Housing Managers:
http://web.mit.edu/housing/contact.html#managers
Housing Department

Musical Challenge!
Samantha Palazzolo
Email the title of the following song to sammp@mit.edu and possibly win a prize!

